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When studying group automorphisms one would often like to know the 
relationship between the automorphism group of a group and the 
automorphism groups of its subgroups or factor groups. Although several 
criteria for lifting automorphisms have been devised, see, for example, 
Schmid [ 11, the development of a general theory seems rather difficult. The 
main result of this paper illustrates this difficulty by showing that even in a 
very restricted class of groups the automorphism group of a subgroup or a 
factor group can be almost entirely independent of the automorphism group 
of the whole group. 
A finite or infinite group in which the centre, derived group and Frattini 
subgroup (denoted by Q(G) or @) are all equal and G/Q and @ have prime 
exponent p is called a special p-group. Thus, a special p-group is nilpotent of 
class two, so locally finite, and has exponent at most p’. Its full 
automorphism group is then isomorphic to an extension of an elementary 
abelian p-group, Hom(G/@, @), by the restriction of Aut G to G/Q, which 
we denote by G,. In particular any subgroup of Aut G which contains no 
non-identity elements of p-power order must embed in G,. 
Our main result is this. 
THEOREM. Let G,, G, ,... be a finite or infinite sequence of jnitely 
generated groups, and let p be an odd prime. Then there is a special p-group 
P with subgroups Pi and normal subgroups Ni such that 
P=P,>P,>P,..., 
l=N,<N,<N,..., 
and Pi and P/N, are special p-groups with 
(Pi)@ z Gi 
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and 
(P/N,), g Gi for each i. 
If further there are only finitely many Gi and each is finite, P is finite. 
The point of this result is that on restriction to the Frattini quotient, which 
in this case is the same as the central quotient or derived quotient, the 
automorphism groups of the distinct subgroups Pi or quotient groups P/N, 
become completely independent. Since in any nilpotent p-group of bounded 
exponent he automorphisms which leave fixed every element of the Frattini 
quotient form a normal P-subgroup, this shows in particular that the distinct 
Aut P,/O,(Aut Pi) and Aut(P/Ni)/O,(Aut P/N,) are completely independent. 
The proof will be by a construction, based on that given in (21, which 
associates to every digraph P satisfying certain technical conditions a special 
p-group G with G, E Aut I-. The construction is described in Section 2 and 
the digraphs we need to prove the theorem are produced in Section 3. 
The reader will see that the method of proof could be extended to show 
that if (I, <) is a partially ordered set satisfying suitable finiteness conditions 
and ( Gi i E Z} are finitely generated groups then a special p-group P can be 
constructed having subgroups Pi and normal subgroups Ni such that Pi < Pi 
and Ni > Nj if and only if i < j, and the Pi and N, are special and P, = 1, 
(Pi)@ z Gi and (PINi), z Gi for each i E I. 
A digraph P = (V, A) consists of a non-empty set V, the vertices, and a set 
A of ordered pairs of distinct elements of V, the arcs of P. If both (a, b) and 
(b, a) are arcs, the unordered pair of vertices {a, b} is called an edge of I: If 
for any a and b in I’, {a, b\ is an edge whenever (a, b) is an arc, then I’ is 
called a graph: conversely any graph in the usual sense with edges E can be 
regarded as a digraph with arcs A = ((a, b), (b, a) / {a, b) E E). If (a, b) is an 
arc, then a is said to be adjacent from b and b is said to be adjacent o a. 
The number of vertices adjacent o a is called the outvalence of a, or if I- is a 
graph, the valence of a. A locally finite graph is one in which every vertex 
has finite valence. If U is a subset of V, then 0, the induced subdigraph on 
U, has vertex set U and arcs all (a, b) E A with both a and b in U. The 
undirected complement of r is a graph with vertices V and edges 
{{a, b} 1 neither (a, b) nor (b, a) lie in A}. 
A digraph r = (V, A) will be called an X-digraph if it satisfies 
(a) V is the disjoint union of R, S and T and R and S are finite with 
R(>2 and IS(> 1. 
(b) If r E R and s E S, then (r, s) is an arc. 
(c) If r E R and t k T then (r, t) is not an arc. 
A digraph r= (I’, A) will be called a Z-digraph if it is not an X-digraph and 
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if further whenever V is the disjoint union of B and C with B non-empty and 
(b, c) not an arc for any b E B and c E C, then 
(d) IBI # 1 and ICI # 1. 
(e) The undirected complement of 8 is connected. 
In 121 we defined an X-graph r= (V, E) to be a graph satisfying (a), (b) 
and (c) with the word “arc” replaced by “edge” and a Z-graph to be a graph 
which is not an X-graph and has no isolated vertices and no components 
isomorphic to the complete graph on two vertices. We showed in 2.1 of [2 1 
that if A is a component of a Z-graph r, then the complement of A is 
connected. It is easy to see that these definitions are consistent with the ones 
given above, in other words that a graph is a Z-digraph or an X-digraph 
when viewed as a digraph if and only if it is a Z-graph or an X-graph. 
We shall relate Z-digraphs to the solution of certain sets of equations. Let 
r be a digraph on vertices V= (vi 1 i E I). Let p be a prime and let 
K = GF(p). Let cii = 1 if (ui, cj) is an arc of r and let cij = 0 otherwise. We 
want to find solutions ai, bj in K for all i, j E Z to the equations 
ai b,i - uj bi = a, cij - u,/ cii c*> 
2.1. LEMMA. Zf T is a Z-digruph, then the only solutions to (*) in K with 
on!vJinitely many a, and bj non-zero have the forms 
(i) bi = ki for all i, some L E K, ,I f 0, 
(ii) exactly one of the ui is non-zero, 
(iii) a, = 0 for all i. 
Prooj Suppose we have a solution which is not of the form (ii) or (iii). 
Let R=(uiIai#O}, S={viIui=O, b,#O} and T= (vi/ui=bi=O). Then 
V is the disjoint union of R, S and T, and R and S are finite as only finitely 
many a, and bi are non-zero. As the solution is not of the form (iii), R is 
non-empty, and as it is not of the form (ii), 1 R I> 2. Thus, part (a) of the 
definition of an X-digraph holds if IS I > 1. If oi E R and tlj E S, then 
ui cij = ui clj - czj qji = ui bj - czj bi = ui b,i # 0 
so cij # 0 and (vi, vi) is an arc. Thus, part (b) of the definition of an X- 
digraph is satisfied. Similarly part (c) is satisfied since if L’~ E R, uj E T, then 
uicij = a,~~,~ - ujcji = uibj - ujbi = 0, 
so since a, # 0, we have cij = 0. 
Since r is a Z-digraph, it is not an X-digraph, and so S must be empty. 
Setting B = R and C = T in the definition of a Z-digraph, we deduce that M, 
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the undirected complement of R, is connected. Now suppose V, E R, so a, 
and 6, are non-zero, and let 1= b,/a,. Evidently bi = la, for any ui E P, to 
show our solution is of the form (i) we show that bi = lai for any vi E R. We 
argue on the length of a shortest path from U, to vi in M, say 
u,, u2,..., vi.. , 1 ui. Then u ,,..., ui-, may be assumed to be a shortest path 
from ui to vi.. , in M, shorter than the path u, ,..., vi, so bi-, = Lai_ , . Now 
as {vi-,,ui} is an edge of M, we must have ci-ii=cii , =O, so 
0 = aibi- I - a, , bi = ai _ I (lai - bi), 
and since ai-, # 0, we have b, = la,. 1 
If Z = (I’, A) is a Z-digraph in which every vertex has finite outvalence, 
and p is an odd prime, we construct using the technique of [ 21 a special p- 
group G = G(p, Z). Let I’= {vi 1 i E I} and let G be the group on generators 
{xi 1 i E I) with relators 
(Xi ‘[Xi, til, [[Xi, xi]TXk] 1 i,j, k E I), 
where 
ti = ] [ {xj 1 (vi, vi) is an arc of Z) = rI xjii 
j j 
and the product is taken in some fixed ordering < on I. Since vi has finite 
outvalence, ti is defined. Just as in Section 2 of [2], G is a special p-group, 
{(xiYxj]Ji<j9 ui9"jE v} is a basis of 0(G), and Aut Z embeds in G,, and 
acts on G via its permutation representation on V. 
2.2. THEOREM. Zf r is a Z-digraph in which every vertex has finite 
outvalence and p is an odd prime, then G, g Aut Z, where G = G(p, I’). 
Proof: Suppose that a is an automorphism of G. Then for each i E Z 
[xia, t,a] = (xp)a = (~~a)“. 
Suppose that (xi a) = u ni XT’, (t, a) = y ni xf’i, where 1 E Z, u, y E (P(G), 
and ai, bi E K with only finitely many ai, bi non-zero. Then 
[xi, xj]a+j-aPi = (x,a)” = n [xi, lilai 
i 
and so since 
[Xi, lilai= [Xi9 rIxjfi, i 
481/7911-S 
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we obtain 
a,b, - a,tb, = aicij - a,icji for all i, j E I. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the a, and bj satisfy (i), (ii) or (iii). Type 
(iii) is impssible since x, (r # 1. Type (i) would imply 
(~,a)~= [~,a, t,al= jw, w’] = 1, 
where w = nixsi. If (xi(~)~ = 1, then xy = [xi, t,] = 1 so t, = 1; that is, 
(vi, oj) is not an arc for any vertex vj. But then setting B = (vi}, C = V\B, 
we have a contradiction to (d) of the definition of a Z-digraph. Thus, our 
solution is of type (ii), so 
(x, a) = xjQi 
for some j E I and yi E Q(G). It follows that for each i, 
(x;a) = xf; . yi, 
where 0 # di E K and rt is a permutation of I. Now we may assume there is a 
vertex uj with (uj, vi) an arc of Z, for if not, setting C = (vj), B = V\C, gives 
a contradiction to (d) of the definition of a Z-digraph. Then equating coef- 
ficients of [xj,, xin] in 
(xja)” = [xja, tja], 
we find that dj = djdi and so di = 1. Thus, xi a = xix yi for each i E I. The 
rest of the proof is just as in 3.2 of 121. 
If A is an induced subdigraph of Z, then G(p, A) does not usually embed 
in G(p, Z). However, the folllowing holds. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let I-= (V, A) be a Z-digraph in which every vertex has 
finite outvalence, p an odd prime, and G = G(p, r). Suppose that U is a non- 
empty subset of V, U is a Z-digraph and (u, y) is not an arc for any u E 0: 
y E v\lJ. Let G( U] = (xi 1 vi E U) and N/U] be the normal closure of 
(xi 1 vi E VU), subgroups of G. Then 
(i) G( U] z G(p, ri> and (G[ U])* E Aut 0. 
(ii) N( U] is a normal complement to G[ U] in G so (G/N1 U])O = 
Aut 0. 
Proof. (i) If ui E U, let vii denote ui regarded as a vertex of I!?, and xii the 
corresponding generator of G(p, 0). Since ui has finite outvalence, so does 
8,, and so G(p, i’> is defined. Then the required isomorphism is a: xi -+ Ji for 
each generator xi of G[ U]. To verify this we need only check that ?i = t,a for 
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each zli E U. But if vi E U and (vi, uj) is an arc of ZY then the condition of 
the lemma ensures that vj E U. Thus, 
t,a = 11 {ij ( (vi, vj) is an arc of r) 
= 1 ] {Zj / (Ci, Ci) is an arc of U) 
.i 
Since G[ U] r G(p, 0) and 0 is a Z-digraph, it follows from Theorem 2.2 
that (G[ U])@ r Aut 0. 
(ii) Clearly G = G[ U] . N[ U], and G[ U] n N[ U] c Q(G). Recall that 
{[Xi?Xj]IUiYujE v} f orm a basis for Q(G). If f~ N[ U] n Q(G), then 
fE ([xiY xj]l IxiY fi] 1 vi E q”7 uj E v)T so if [xi, ?i ] is in the support of A 
either ui or uj lies in V/U. If further f E G[U], then f E ([Xi,X,jI, 
[xi, ti] 1 vi, uj E U). Just as in (i) if tii E U and xj occurs in ti, then vj E U, so 
if [xi, xj] is in the support of f, then ci and uj lie in U. Thus, 
G[ U] n N[ U] = 1. Then G/N( U] z G[ U], so, by (i), (G/N[ U]), E Aut 0. 
It follows from this result that to prove our theorem we need, given a set 
G,, G,,... of finitely generated groups, to construct a digraph I- = (I’, A) in 
which V has subsets Vi, one for each Gi, with 
v= v, I> VI 3 v, ..a 
satisfying 
(i) every element of V has finite outvalence, 
(ii) each pi is a Z-digraph, 
(iii) if x E Vi and y E v\V,, then (x, y) is not an arc, 
(iv) Aut pi g G, for each i. 
(v) if there are only finitely many Gi and each is finite, then V is 
finite. 
For then setting Pi = GI Vi], Ni = N[ vi] for each i and P = P, it follows 
from Lemma 2.3 that 
Pi% G(p, Vi)g P/N,, 
so Pi and P/N, are special p-groups, and (Pi)@ g (P/N,), g G,. It is clear 
that 
and 
P=P,>P,>P, ... 
l=N,<N,<N,.... 
The last sentence of the theorem follows from (v). 
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3. CONSTRUCTING THE DIGRAPHS 
We now construct digraphs with the properties listed above. Let G, , Gz ,... 
be a finite or infinite sequence of finitely generated groups. For each Gi let 
ri = ( Wi, Ei) be a connected locally finite Z-graph whose automorphism 
group is Gi, and suppose further that Gi acts freely on ri (that is, that any 
non-identity element of Gi fixes no vertex of ri). By the results of Section 5 
of (21 such ri can always be found. We regard the fi as digraphs where 
necessary, with arcs Ai, and pick a vertex ui E Wi for each i > 2. 
Let r be the digraph with vertices V= (Ji(l?‘i U Wi) where 
fii={fi]~~Wi}ifWi+,#Oand qi=Ootherwise,andarcs 
A= lJAi U{(V;U),(U,~),(U;Ui+,)IUE Wi,i>ly wi+,#O). 
(i i 
(See Fig. 1.) 
Let Vi = (u, V 1 u E Wj, j > i). It is clear that conditions (i), (iii) and (v) 
hold, and that to prove (ii) and (iv) we need only consider the cases 
Vi = I’, = V and Vi = Wi, where Wi+, = 0. In the latter case pi = ri so 3, 
is a Z-digraph and Aut Vi = Gi. So suppose Vi = V, = V. We first consider 
(ii), and suppose that r is an X-digraph with X-decomposition 
V = R U S U T. Suppose that u lies in some Wi with Wi + , # 0 and consider 
b. Then ~7 has invalence one so it cannot lie in S. If ti lies in R then one of I: 
and ui + , must lie in S; if the other does not, then it lies in R, so either 
C”i+ 1) v) or (ti, ui+ i) is an arc, which is false. Thus, o and ui. , lies in S. But 
then, as U is the only vertex which is adjacent o u and ui+ , , R = (U}, which 
is false. Thus, V lies in T. Now if u E Wi and Wi . I # 0, then u is adjacent o 
EE7; so uESUT. Thus as Rf0, we must have some W,,,=0 and 
R 5 Wk. But then S E W, (as the only vertices of V adjacent o vertices of 
W, lie in W,), so W, = R U S U (Tn W,) is an X-decomposition of W,, 
and I-, is an X-graph, which is false. Thus, r is not an X-digraph. 
r---l r----l r -- - 1 
$&‘--:::;f 
I I I I I 
L----1 L---J L-_-J 
r, r2 r3 
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Suppose that V = B U C with (b, c) not an arc for any b E B, c E C. As r 
is connected there must be some arc (c, b) with c E C, b E B, so b must be 
some ui and it follows that B = Vi. Since each r, is a Z-graph, its undirected 
complement is connected (by 2.1 of [2]), and it is easy to check that the 
undirected complement of 2 = pi is connected. So we have shown that (ii) 
holds. 
We now verify (iv). It is clear that any automorphism a of @, = r, 
extends to an automorphism a’ of r which acts as the identity on V, and by 
Ua’ = ua on w, . Suppose that p is an automorphism of r. Then /I preserves 
W, U m, as this is the unique set of vertices from which any vertex can be 
reached along a directed path (recall that each ri is connected). It follows 
that /I preserves each Wi U wi as these are the vertices which can be reached 
from a vertex in IV, U @, along a path containing exactly i - 1 arcs (x, y) 
with the property that (y, x) is not an arc. Now wi consists of those vertices 
of Wi U wi which are adjacent o a vertex of Wi+ , U pi+ !, so p preserves 
each Wi and wi, and uip = ui for each i > 2. Thus, if i > 2, the restriction of 
p to Wi is an automorphism of tii = ri fixing ui, so is the identity on Wi as 
Gi = Aut ri acts freely on ri. If U E wi then i$ = v/I as v is the unique 
vertex of Wi adjacent o 0, so p is the identity on Gi for i > 2, and is the 
extision to r in the manner described above of the restriction of /I to W, . 
Thus, Aut rz Aut r, z G, and (iv) holds. 
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